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CRS Portal represents a modular web-based solution for a controlled
and unified approach providing intuitive business intelligence (BI) for
your organization in order to make effective, confident and innovative still - fact-based decisions.

AUTOMATED
PROCESSES

CRS Portal allows you to visualize and analyze your financial, marketing,
sales, or operational data in an easily manageable, functional way on
every level within the company hierarchy.
CRS Portal effectively handles company data according to existing
business rules being fed by centrally shared and validated meta-data
to any location and functional branch within your company based on
standard principals, thus eliminating the need of maintaining multiple
BI solutions and integration of different software platforms.
CRS Portal comprises several value-added services integrating BI into
existing data environment and consolidates relevant data from
across multiple sources into a single application through role based
interfaces
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CRS PORTAL
GET SIMPLICITY TROUGH TRANSPARENCY BY CRS PORTAL

Market advantage of reliable and fast verified information!
Why to use CRS Portal?









Enables business users and executive managers to instantly identify key indicators on-the-go that may
impact their efficiency to create more accurate forward-looking strategies.
Increases profitability by freeing resources from repetitive reporting and administration activities thus
lowering expenses paid for such activities
Leverages transparency through your company's operation by query + analysis.
Avoids manual paperwork, unsynchronized and inconsistent reporting between company units.
Offers outstanding value/cost ratio covering a broad range of functionality.
Flexibly represents company data in desired reporting formats on the go.
Helps exploring associations in your company data.
Smoothly interacts with dynamic apps, dashboards and analytics.
CRS Portal grants a simple solution to
create reports, indicators and processbased applications. The diverse
functionality provides very effective
support for data security and to
controllability.
By using CRS Portal human resource
needs can be reduvces, thereby cost
reduction is achieved.

Some basic function of CRS Portal:










Interactive, customizable start-up screen (Dashboard)
Report creation and publication
KPI creation and publication
Document sharing
Ad-hoc reports
Data mining and analysis without data cube
Process based applications
100% portal usage audit

“Up-to-date and controlled
information in one place.”
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Market advantage of reliable and fast verified information!
The CRS Portal applicability:








Collection of data assets within an enterprise within a controlled environment.
Reduction of effective time spent on reporting tasks with automated processes.
Dynamic KPI's and indicators.
Design and creation of process based applications.
Monitoring and reviewing of enterprise reporting processes in order to exploit resources more
effectively.
Eliminating the isolation of sealing applications and databases and providing a centralized tool for
administration, in case data are part of the company's data assets.
Reduction of report printouts and e-mails containing reporting data.
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The structure of CRS Portal:
CRS Portal is a web-based application where logical layers are separated, but there is a 100% cooperation
between the different layers. All business users, analysts, controllers and managers can find those
components, that can simplify their everyday work.

Business data, managed and analyzed by CRS portal can be displayed in many different ways.
Small business package:
The Small Business Package Suite includes pre-compiled monthly financial reports and indicators (KPIs) in CSR
Portal with a supported application of automated data analysis. Users can create pre-built reports, indicators
(KPIs) and data analyzes without the need of any integration to other analytic systems.
Shortly, CRS Portal Small Business Package is a turn-key automatic office, which helps everyone to make
effective business decisions based on reliable financial information.
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Market advantage of reliable and fast verified information!
The Small Business Package contains:


Pre-built interactive startup screen



7 financial reports with 4 report package



10 financial indicator (KPI)



Documentum management support

 External application integration (link)
 Decision support analytics (BI)
 Small Business Package application
The Small Business Package collects and displays accounting and financial information in a fast way. This
solution is recommended for accountancies or companies who do not currently have a satisfactory report
preparation. CRS Portal is an effective and simply cost-effective automated tool for data analysis.
The Small Business Package doesn’t require integration with other systems. All prepared contents can be used
promptly, by simply loading the predefined CSV files with a few clicks.
Our visions :
Our project portfolio is the following:






„What if?” analysis.
Online visual data analysis.
Scorecards.
Mobile application.
Automated content delivery.
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